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A New Strategy for Federal Spending
to Address Shoreline Retreat

Summary

This paper provides an overview of problems associated with the cutTent erosion

management regime. It recommends that the federal government stop subsidizing

development in highly eroding areas and stabilization of

beaches to save that development. It offers tools to (I) target

new development away from inappropriate coastal areas and

(2) mitigate the economic impacts of this policy change.

"Coastal erosion or retreat is a natural ongoing process
that has only become a problem because people have built

permanent structures
in areas that are prone to erosion or wave attack. "

-Gm)' Griggs
Director, Institute ofMarine Sciences, UC Santa Cruz'

Introduction

Severe coastal erosion in
North Carolina

Seventy-five percent of the United States shoreline is retreating landward as a

result of natural geologic processes and human modification of shorelines. 2 At the same

time, the U.S. population in coastal areas is growing at a rate three times faster than the

national average.3 An increasing coastal population in conjunction with market forces

that favor ocean-front real estate is causing ever-denser development to press closer to an

eroding shoreline. In fact, approximately 25 percent of current structures within 500 feet

1 Northcutt 2001
2 Pilkey 1992
3 Bush, et al. 1996.



of the U.S. coast will "fall victim to the effects of erosion within the next 60 years"

(FEMA 2004). The cost to coastal property owners will average $530 million per year.4

The situation becomes more alarming when we consider projections of rising sea levels

and increasing storm frequency and intensity as a result of global climate change. The

collision of development and rapid erosion causes significant negative impacts to the

public coffer as government agencies fund programs to save coastal propelly.

Shoreline armouring and beach nourishment to protect existing coastal

development from shoreline retreat are expensive, short-term, and sometimes achmlly

exacerbate the problem. These shoreline stabilization projects are often funded in large

part by federal agencies that also directly and indirectly subsidize the inappropriate

development in the first place.5 Federal programs that promote development along the

coast include low-interest loans, federal disaster relief, and grants for road and building

const11lction.

In this paper, I consider whether federal funding for shoreline stabilization is

appropriate and cost-effective; I conclude that it is not. I reevaluate existing erosion risk

coverage through the National Flood Insurance Program and recommend improvements.

I also examine the Coastal Barrier Resources Act and conclude that the federal

government should expand limitations on iJ1'esponsible federal spending that promotes

development besides highly eroding beaches to areas outside of the Coastal Barrier

Resources System. Then I determine how the federal government might reallocate

4 Additional beach nourishment will lead to lower losses; additional development in eroding areas will lead
to higher losses. (H. John Heinz Center 2000)
, Significant costs of shoreline engineering are bome by U.S. taxpayers while the benefits go to a few
coastal communities and private property owners.



money to grants for building relocation and comprehensive erosion planning at the local

level.

Shoreline stabilization overview

Erosion of a developed beach inevitably causes problems for oceanfront property

owners. A retreating shoreline condemns property in its path to a few unpleasant

options. Buildings can be moved, demolished, or abandoned to the mercy of the sea.

The underlying real property reverts to state ownership as the mean high tide line

advances.6

The only alternative to this scenario is artificial stabilization of shorelines.

Various forms of hard and soft stabilization protect shorefront property, but each has

significant drawbacks. Stabilization with hard or soft barriers can prevent economic loss

to property owners and communities dependent upon property tax revenue. However,

stabilization is criticized for being expensive, short-term, and sometimes actually

A hard structure erodlug the downcunent
bcach. Notice the built-ull bcach to the left.

exacerbating erosion. Forms of hard

stabilization such as seawalls, groins, and

jetties degrade beaches and change

sediment transport patterns, often leading

to higher erosion rates on the beach

adjacent to the hard structure, as well as

on beaches down current. 7 This leads to

the natl'owing or complete loss of

6 Some states uses other property boundaries, e.g, mean low tide.
7 Pilkcy and Neal 1991



beaches that are essential for public recreation, tourism, and wildlife habitat. For these

compelling reasons, several states8 forbid the annoring of shorelines.

Beach nourishment and renourishment are become increasingly preferred methods

of erosion control9
• Beach nourishment is the placing of sand on an eroding beach.

Renourishment is periodic maintenance of the artificial beach with additional sand.

Renourishment becomes frequent when fill sand erodes more even quickly than the

natural beach. The negative environmental impacts of nourishment are not as well

understood as for hard stabilization. However, evidence exists that coastal biota are

harmed by repeated nourishment and that quality sand is becoming more difficult to find

without damaging other environments. 10

Beach nourishment gives communities and developers a false sense of security

about the longevity of the new shoreline. Predictions about the lifespan of artificial

beaches have been "dismal" and "almost always overly optimistic,,11 for the U.S. East

Coast. 12 The poor track record is due in part to a lack ofunderstanding of coastal

processes that are inherently chaotic 13
• The expectation of permanence of oceanfront

development sharply contrasts the rapid and constant movement of sand beaches. The

federal government should not consider shoreline stabilization a primmy option in most

situations of shoreline retreat.

8 South Carolina, North Carolina, Maine, Rhode Island, and Texas.
9 Bookman 1999
10 Coburn 2004
II This means that costs are often underestimated.
12 Pi1key 1991, Pilkey 2004.
13 Pi1key and Neal 1991



Federal fuuding of shoreline stabilization

The federal government pays for a significant portion of shoreline stabilization

costs while the benefits of stabilization may primarily go to local communities. For this

reason, federal spending on annouring and nourishment should be reevaluated in this

time of high budget deficits. Some coastal residents and business owners argue that

federal spending is appropriate because shore protection benefits are widely distributed,

that coastal property owners made prior investments based on the expectation of

continuing federal support14, and that federal inlet dredging projects often contribute to

erosion that impacts local communities. Opponents argue that the benefits accrue largely

to coastal communitics in which projects occur and that those communities should pay

the coses. They also feel that fighting the relentless erosion process only temporarily

delays the inevitable shifting of shorelines and is therefore a waste of money16. No entity

has calculated the proportion of benefits from temporaty stabilization that acctUe to local

governments versus the entire nation, but Pilkey rightly states that regardless of how far

the beach retreats, without structures in the way, a beach would always be available for

public enjoyment. I? Associated amenities that drive tourist-dependent economies will

invariably be available in a free market economy. Therefore, the public's interest is no

less served when beach stabilization does not occur.

Shoreline stabilization is typically paid for by a combination of local, state, and

federal money. The federal entities in charge of setting policy for spending on beach

nourishment are the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) and the Office of Management and

14 Marlow 2000
15 Rinehart 1997
16 Bowden 2002
17 Pilkey 2004



Budget (OMB).18 The COE has administrative jurisdiction over beach stabilization l9
. It

must determine the presence of a calculable "federal interest,,20 before any federal money

can be spent. The Corps is responsible for project planning and design, engineering, and

constl1lction administration, but congressional authorization and appropriation is

Prior to the late 1990s, federal expenditure on beach nourishment remained steady

at an average of$25 million per year 1950-1993 (in 2001 dollars). Between 1950 and

1993, the COE spent about $880 million to nourish about 200 miles ofbeach22 . After

1993, federal spending increased to an average of approximately $100 million per year.

With the 2002 Water Resources Appropriations Bill, federal funding for shore protection

projects peaked at $134.7 million.23 Renourishment currently costs roughly $300,000 per

year per mile of coast. A study by the H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics,

and the Environment found very few cases in which expected annual erosion damage

exceeds nourishment costs, indicating that beach nourishment is not a cost-effective

management strategy. 24

Traditionally, the COE could pay up to 65 percent of the initial constl1lction cost

and 50 percent for subsequent maintenance fills25 . On Februmy 2, 2004 the Assistant

Secretmy of the Army announced that the Office of Management and Budget no longer is

planning to fund new beach construction projects nor periodic beach renourishment.

18 Agencies with other authority include FEMA, NOAA, USGS, and the MMS (Dol)
19 §10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
20 e.g. hurricane and storm damage reduction (HSDR) and sufficient public access to the project beach
(CSC 2004)
21 An exception can be made under §215 ofP.L. 90-483, a little used provision that allows non-federal
sponsors to plan and administer the project with subsequent reimbursement by the federal govel1uuellt.
2 H. John Heinz Center 2000
2J Coastal Services Center 2004
24 H. John Heinz Center 2000
25 Coastal Science Center 2004



Opponents of the measure predict that Congress will not accept the President's proposal.

Unfortunately they may be right, considering the majority of recent stabilization projects

have not been recommended by the White House, but rather "added" to the federal

budget by Congress.26
.

Recommendation: Congress immediately should ceasejill/ding new shoreline armoring

projects. Congress should also phase out/llnding 0/beach nourishment and

renollrishment projects. A nationwide study should be condllcted to determine the

timeji'ame o.fthis phase Ollt, as well as possible exceptions to the rule27
•

Encouraging irresponsible development

The current coastal management regime in the U.S. does not effectively

discourage residential and commercial development in hazardous coastal areas. This is

evidenced by increasing rates of dense coastal development that is moving ever closer to

eroding shorelines. The reality of erosion hazards along United States shorelines

demands the following reevaluation of existing federal spending, as well as development

of new policies to prevent the waste of public funds, risks to human safety, and damage

to coastal environments.

The National Flood Insurance Program

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was established in 1968 to reduce

federal costs associated with flood damage and disaster relief for flood victims. The

26 Marlowe & Company February 2004
27 Exceptions may include instances where federal activities cause a calculable increase in erosion. The
proportion of erosion attributable to the activity will be the proportion that is paid by the Congress.



program requires communities that include Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs) to

adopt floodplain management ordinances in exchange for the availability of federally-

backed flood insurance for property owners. In designated areas, federally regulated and

federally insured financing is not available without certification of federal flood

insurance. The program, which generally supports itself, reduces flood damage by nearly

$1 billion per year. 28

Congress passed the National Flood Insurance Act in 1994 (P.L. 103-325)

mandating an analysis of possible policy changes to address erosion problems through

federal programs. The study recommends FEMA be granted authority to develop maps

that identify both coastal erosion and flood hazard areas and use these maps to set flood

insurance rates that take erosion losses into account. 29

Although certain types of erosion damage are not eligible for reimbursement,

most erosion-related losses are covered under the program. However, erosion risk is /lot

fully reflected in flood insurance rates30
. Therefore, erosion losses are subsidized by

general taxpayers and policyholders in non-eroding areas. The Heinz Center calculated

that insurance rates in the highest-risk coastal areas must double in order to fully reflect

risk.

No agency currently maps erosion hazard areas to inform homeowners and

developers of erosion risks. If made available, this information could discourage

development and rebuilding in eroding areas. The Heinz Center calculated the cost of

identifying, mapping, disseminating, and maintaining infol1nation on erosion hazards

nationwide at about $5 million per year.

28 FEMA 2004
29 H. John Heinz Center 2000
30 Rates are primarily based on flood risk only.



In some cases, outright denial of federal flood insurance may be more appropriate.

For properties deemed very high risk, ineligibility for federal flood insurance or disaster

relief funds would leave available only private insurance coverage that may be

prohibitively expensive. In doing this, the federal government can save money and

reduce incentives to build along highly eroding beaches.

Recommendation: Congress should require the Federal Emergency Management

Agency to develop detailed maps oferosion risk. These maps must be made readily

available to the public. I/{formation contained therein should be incolporated into

federally approvedfloodplain management ordinances ofstates and local governments.

Flood insurance rates should then be changed to}iJlly reflect erosion risk andflood

insurance and disaster assistance funds denied to new homeowners in vel)' high risk

areas.

The Coastal Barrier Resources Act

The Coastal BatTier Resources Act (16 U.S.C.§§ 3501-3510) (COBRA) was

created in 1981 to preserve sensitive coastal areas by limiting federal support for new

development in designated barrier islands and other high risk areas known as the Coastal

Barrier Resources System (CBRS)31. Federal activities limited by COBRA include flood

insurance for new or substantially improved structures, low-interest loans, funding for

construction and purchase of structures or roads, and erosion prevention or stabilization

projects.

31 These areas were mapped under §3505.



Without these government supports, private landowners and developers must

shoulder the cost of funding support services for development themselves, Since services

like high-risk homeowners insurance and road constl1lction are often prohibitively

expensive in the private market, this arrangement discourages development in CBRS

areas, The Act has been amended several times to allow for certain exclusions that fit

within the purposes of the act. For example, agencies may engage in activities related to

the enhancement of wildlife habitat, protection of human health and safety, and national

security,

Through COBRA, Congress expresses that certain sensitive coastal areas are

inappropriate for development by virtue ofthe risks posed to human health and

environmental quality. Congress also deems federal subsidization of development in

these sensitive areas detrimental to our coasts, It follows that the federal subsidization of

development in other sensitive and high-risk areas, such as highly eroding beaches,

should also be eliminated, or at least reduced.

Recommendation: Congress should require/ederal agencies to use the NFl? erosion

hazard maps to modifjllevels o/support/or development-related activity to reflect each

area's appropriateness/or development. Areas deemed vel)! high risk should not be

eligible/or any federal jimding that supports new development. Federal agencies should

be required to modifj! levels o/fimding/or activities such as:

• Construction o/new roads

• Rebuilding 0/structures damaged by erosion



• Fundingfor high-rise buildings and other structures that are difficult or

impossible to relocate.

Rolling Setbacks

Mandatory structural setbacks in local zoning ordinances ensure an adequate

distance between stmctures and eroding shorelines32
• Since sandy shorelines are

constantly in motion, it follows that setback distances should move with that change.

Some authors have even suggested that existing structures be forced to relocate as they

are overtaken by the rolling setback. Takings issues preclude these types of mandatOty

rolling setbacks, as they would inevitably eliminate the entire value of many properties

over time.33

The federal govemment is not directly involved with setting state and local land

use policy. It can, however, discourage new development within a certain moving

distance from the shore by refusing to fund development and renovation activities within

those distances. These distances could be determined according to the NFIP rating of an

area as determined by erosion hazard maps.

ClU1'ently only ten out of thitty coastal states base their setback distances on long-

term erosion rates.34 A policy that eliminates federal spending within certain distances of

the shore might prompt more state and local governments to develop setbacks based on

long-term erosion hazard information.

32 Spencel' Rogers, a Coastal Constrnction and Erosion Specialist with the NC Sea Grant Marine Advisory
Service cites studies showing that buildings on a 30-year erosion setback have a 91 percent chance of being
reached by erosion. The average building has a lifespan of70 years. Many buildings are nollhal far away.
J3 A vast body of law addresses regnlatory takings, e.g. Lucas v. SOl/th Carolina Coastat Councit, 505 US
1003 (1992).
J4 Bush, et al. 1996



Recommendation: Congress should require FEMA to determine rolling distances/J"OIn

the shoreline, based on erosion hazard maps in whichfederalfunding ofservices for new

development and maintenance ofexisting development is forbidden.

Stmtegy for existing development

When a retreating shoreline is not

stabilized, buildings in its path may be

condemned and eventually destroyed by

the sea. 35 Owners of these stl11ctures

sometimes abandon them, leaving a public

hazard on what was once their propelty. 36
A condemned, abandoned house

If owners are not held responsible, public

funds must be spent to remove the hazard.

Some policy changes advocated in this paper may increase abandonment of

erosion-damaged structures by eliminating the "out" provided by shoreline stabilization.

This possibility begs broader questions: What should be done with existing structures in

highly eroding zones? And how can the federal government mitigate economic loss to

coastal property owners affected by these policy changes?

The Fish and Wildlife Service in a recent studyestimated that the Coastal Barrier

Resources Act will have saved the federal government over $1.27 billion dollars by

35 Properties are usually condemned because of septic failure. (Pilkey 2004)
36 Under state law submerged land reverts to state ownership.



2010.37 If Congress changes current spending policies as recommended in this paper, a

significant sum of money could become available for mitigating economic loss to

property owners. This may reduce some political backlash expected from any major

reduction of federal spending for coastal development and stabilization.

Relocation

About 87,000 buildings c\lll'ently exist within sixty-year erosion zones and

roughly 10,000 within ten-year erosion zones38
• Many of these structures will be

damaged or destroyed in years to come. Much of this damage will be covered by federal

flood insurance, but NFIP limits coverage to $250,000 and many coastal stl1lctures are

worth significantly more. 39

Perhaps some homeowners would prefer to relocate structures before they are

severely damaged. Some of the money saved by the federal government could be

This hotel in NC cannot be moved. Notice
the stoil'S leading to on eroding beach.

reallocated to assist property owners for

whom relocation is preferable. A

prerequisite for eligibility for the NFIP

could be local building code regulations that

require structures to be designed so that they

can be moved more easily.

A federal relocation program has

37 United Stotcs Fish and Wildlife Service 2002
J8 Erosion zone determined by multiplying local erosion rotes by 60 years.
39 H. John Heinz Center 2000



been tried in the past. The Upton-Jones Program existed from 1987 to 1994.40 It

allowed homeowners to present claims and be compensated for moving or demolishing

threatened houses before they were destroyed, provided the structure was "in imminent

danger of collapse." Congress had expected homeowners to move their houses, but

instead most claims were for demolition, the most expensive option41
. Upton-Jones did

not increase the removal of threatened structures because most homeowners had no land

for relocation and knew they could eventually collect flood insurance if they waited for

their houses to fall into the sea42
.

Recommendation: In order to avoid the pitfalls ofthe Upton-Jones program, relocation

grants up to a certain amount should be made available for the purchase ofland in

addition to the cost ofrelocation. Demolition costs should be coveredfor individual

landowners, capped at the same limit asfor relocation. Altematively, the same amount

should be made available to state and local governments faced with an abandoned

house4J for legal costs associated with holding homeowners responsible.

Tmnsfel' of Development Rights (TDR) and Local Planning

TDR involves separating development rights from a sending parcel of land and

transferring them to a receiving parcel considered more appropriate for development. A

deed restriction protects the sending parcel in perpetuity. The sending parcel owner

retains existing use rights and the developer of the receiving parcel is granted some

40 42 U.S.C. § 40 13(c) (now repealed)
41 Kidder, 1995
42 Kidder, 1995
43 Abandoned houses may become public hazards if left on the beach.



privilege that she would not otherwise be allowed under existing zoning (e.g. higher

density, priority for scarce sewer connection, waived impact fees, etc). TDR appeals to a

wide audience because transactions occur in private markets while encouraging

preservation of sensitive lands for the public good.44

TDR programs may appeal to landowners whose propelties are threatened by

erosion, but whose beaches are unlikely to be stabilized and whose properties either do

not qualify for federal flood insurance due to high risk or lack of a structure to claim

(federal flood insurance does not cover the value of underlying land).

Less than one hundred communities in the U.S. have used TDR despite the

concept's presence for over three decades. This low success rate has been attributed to

the relative difficulty and complexity of designing and implementing TDRs45
• Successful

TDR programs require a sophisticated level of planning often lacking in local

communities.

Most land use decisions are made at the local level. The role of the federal

government has historically and appropriately been limited in this arena. Local coastal

governments sometimes struggle to practice the level of planning demanded by difficult

shoreland retreat issues, particularly when their budgets are contingent upon tax revenues

from coastal propelties. In these cases, the federal government may be justified in

helping communities fund their own efforts to find appropriate solutions. At this time,

FEMA offers grants for local emergency planning, but not for comprehensive land use

planning. By making funding available for land use planning in eroding areas that is not

44 Bredin, 2000
45 Machemer, et al. 2000



contingent upon tax revenue from coastal properties, the federal government may

facilitate more effective and locally acceptable erosion management policies.

Recommendation: Congress should add a component to the FEMA emergency planning

grants program that is reserved/or comprehensive coastal land use planning in rapidly

eroding areas. The grants should be rese/l'edfor communities in need 0/erosion

management and subject to certain limitations. Not only lIIay this facilitate use 0/

complex and promising programs like TDR, it may improve the capacity 0/local

govel'llments to make appropriate decisions about shoreline retreat into the ji/ture.

Conclusion

Shoreline retreat is a serious issue affecting coastal communities in the U.S.

Unfortunately, currently available beach stabilization techniques incur great monetmy

and environmental costs. It is therefore clear that encouraging new development in the

path of a retreating shoreline is irresponsible on the part of the federal government,

particularly when Congress is then expected to fund stabilization projects to save the

inappropriate development it actively helped create. This paper recommends that

Congress stop funding beach armoring and phase out funding for beach nourishment.

Congress should also require the Federal Emergency Management Agency to identify

and disseminate information about erosion hazards nationwide. Erosion hazard data

should then be incorporated into calculations of flood insurance rates to fully reflect risk.

Based on principles set forth in COBRA, Congress should stop encouraging new

development in high-risk areas by adjusting funding for new development according to



the land's appropriateness for development. For example, funding should be reduced for

construction of new roads, immovable stl1lctures, and extremely high-risk flood

insurance. This paper suggests perhaps using a rolling setback line to determine where

that funding should be limited.

Federal savings from these spending reductions should be used to assist affected

landowners. A new building relocation program must learn from the failed Upton-Jones

program and make grants for relocation equal in value to both grants for demolition and

grants for local governments to mitigate the costs of holding stl1lcture-abandoning

landowners responsible. Finally, this paper suggests that Congress provide monetary

assistance for better land use planning in highly eroding areas. This may facilitate the use

of sophisticated planning tools, such as Transferable Development Rights, at the local

level. While many of these recommendations will be difficult to achieve politically, they

have cost-reduction, environmental quality, and increased human safety and welfare on

their side.


